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An ultra high speed proving ground
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King opens Malmö Citytunnel
Q11 National valued at A$6-7bn
Madrid – Valencia line inaugurated

15 Urban Rail
Dallas Green Line completed
Cityringen contract awarded

18 Market
Contracts and tenders

21 Industry
Siemens Mobility revenue stable

22 Innovations
Axle research to minimise risk

25 Analysis
Industry reform back on UK agenda
Network expansion in South Korea
Sports events drive rail investment

ROLLING STOCK

30 Cutting the weight of high speed trains
The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm is looking into the economic and environmental benefits of lighter high speed trains

34 Matangi moves Wellington commuters
The regional council has funded a fleet of two-car Matangi EMUs for the Wellington suburban network

38 Cool interiors arrive on the Underground
Bombardier Transportation has supplied the first air-conditioned trainsets to enter service on London Underground

INFRASTRUCTURE

42 Towards more sustainable track
ÖBB is working with Graz University of Technology and Getzner Werkstoffe to assess the economic benefits of under-sleeper pads
IN FOCUS

57 A love affair intensifies
Reopening of RFF's Haut-Bugey line has shortened journey times between Paris and Genève

60 Selling every seat
The Amadeus rail forum on November 15-17 brought together representatives from the railway and travel industries to discuss the challenge of retailing international journeys

63 Faster across the border
Allegro services between Helsinki and St Petersburg began on December 12

64 Demonstrating the 'beautiful vision'
The 7th World Congress on High Speed Rail in Beijing provided an opportunity to demonstrate China's achievements in the rail sector

66 Three trains to rule the world
Three types of trainset are being developed for 380 km/h operation on China's Passenger-Dedicated Lines
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70 People
UIC mandates renewed
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74 Viewpoint
MIT student Kari Hernández considers the long-term vision for high speed rail
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51 Transnordestina takes shape
The partly dual-gauge Transnordestina freight railway in northeastern Brazil is on course to open next year

54 Fortaleza's World Cup goal
The first of four planned metro and light rail lines is under construction in the Brazilian city
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